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Introduction 

 

A crisis can be sudden and may involve personal distress to a level which potentially 

overwhelms a normal response from the school.  In addition, there is likely to be 

emotional and organisational consequences.  

 

To enable the school to cope with a situation in a way which is going to be most 

beneficial to the whole school community, a Contingency Plan is in place so that 

each member of the staff is aware of the correct procedure. 

 

Whilst these incidents are rare, their effect on the school community can be profound, 

a clear plan needs to be in place to support those who may be affected. 

 

A crisis may be caused by: 

 Death of a pupil or member of staff; 

 Death of the parent(s) or carer(s) of pupil(s); 

 Death of an adult whilst in school; 

 Violence and assault in school; 

 Destruction or vandalism of school; 

 Pupil or teacher taken hostage; 

 Road incident involving pupils; 

 Natural disaster in the community; 

 Death or injuries on school journeys or trips; 

 Civic disturbance or terrorism e.g. suspect bomb threat; 

 Dangerous occurrence; 

 Life threatening communicable illness. 

 

 

Aims 

 

Response to an incident 

The response to any serious incident that occurs will be led by the most senior 

member of staff on duty at that time.  It is essential that all senior staff are aware of 

the procedures to follow so that should such an incident occur staff will act calmly 

and confidently. 

 

It is essential that senior staff are familiar with the Red Book (Critical Incidents & 

Trauma Management).  This is now accessible on line and all senior staff have 

access to a copy of this document. 

 

As every incident has the potential for being unique, the best preparation for all 

eventualities will be to have as much useful information as possible easily available. 

 

The outline that follows is not definitive but may be used as an aide memoir in 

formulating the response to any incident. 

 

The most senior member of staff on duty should take control of the situation and 

consult the Red Book 

 



 
 The person at the scene of any incident should obtain accurate information 

and relay it to senior management within the school, who will then formulate 

the appropriate response; 

 Inform County Governors, (the critical incident team) and brief all staff of the 

relevant information.  This will ensure appropriate support and avoid confusion 

later.   

 Take advice and support from the LA Critical Incident Team; 

 Ensure that information can get in and out – borrow a mobile phone if 

necessary; 

 Ensure that an up to date list of pupils’ next of kin is available to the named 

member of staff who has been tasked with notifying parents.  Parents who 

cannot be notified must be noted; 

 Ensure that only a named member of staff deals with enquires and makes 

notes.  A full written record of the whole incident will need to be compiled; 

 Ensure that only a named member of staff passes on information, the content 

of this to be agreed by the Headteacher or Chair of Governors; 

 Offer transport if available for parents if the crisis is away from school; 

 Check that support is offered for parents if they are alone; 

 A member of staff or the Governing Body should be nominated as press 

officer to deal the media (not someone dealing with families or children).  The 

content of the information given is to be agreed by the Headteacher or Chair 

of Governors.  This will ensure a degree of consistency and protect the 

vulnerable. 

 Privacy of young people and their families is to be maintained; 

 Support and release for members of the staff team dealing with the incident 

must be provided using all available man power; 

 Pupils should be told simply and truthfully as soon as possible; 

 Normal routine should be followed as far as possible. 

 

Short-term action 

 Reunite parents with their children in the most supportive and appropriate 

way; 

 Contact those outside agencies who can offer support to parents, pupils and 

staff; 

 Arrange a briefing meeting for staff to discuss the incident openly and if 

necessary hold a debriefing meeting for directly affected staff.  The relevant 

information will be recorded accurately; 

 Allow pupils to express their feelings and emotions, and ensure they have time 

to talk to an adult of their choice who will offer the appropriate support.  Staff 

will need to be sensitive towards individual children’s needs; 

 Allow time for the rest of the class or school to come to terms with the crisis; 

 Check the procedures for monitoring both staff and pupils are in place; 

 Contact families of the hurt or bereaved and express sympathy; 

 Ensure that a member of staff visits hospitalised pupils or staff; 

 Check on funeral arrangements and ensure a member of staff and a 

Governor attends. 

 

Medium term action 

 Introduce strategies to continue monitoring vulnerable pupils and staff; 

 Consult all parties and decide on whether and how to mark anniversaries; 



 
 Ensure that any new staff are aware of which pupils and staff were affected, 

and in what way, to ensure that they know who speak to if they feel further 

help may be necessary; 

 Remember that legal processes, enquiries and even news stories may bring 

back distressing memories and cause temporary upset within the school. 

 

Implications for the curriculum 

 Plan for curriculum work with ‘rites of passage’ as a matter of course; 

 Ensure that support is available and strategies are in place for teachers when 

they are working with painful emotions and sensitive subjects; 

 Be aware of multi-cultural and multi-faith issues; 

 The new JCQ Emergency evacuation procedure for examinations requires us 

to make reference to  plans if there were a bomb threat, please see 

appendix II for action to take and see School Examination Contingency 

policy. 

 

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/bomb-threats-guidance/procedures-

for-handling-bomb-threats 

 

See Appendix 2 

 

 

Links to Other Policies 

 

Pupil Well Being 

Safeguarding 

School Examination Contingency 

 

Equality Impact Statement 

 

The Governors have reviewed this policy giving due regard to their responsibilities 

with respect to the equalities agenda, in line with recent legislation.  They believe 

that the policy reflects a positive attitude and approach to all members of the 

school community. 

 

Policy Approved by: 

 

Head Teacher     

 

*To be ratified on 25.11.20 

 

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/bomb-threats-guidance/procedures-for-handling-bomb-threats
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/bomb-threats-guidance/procedures-for-handling-bomb-threats


 
APPENDIX1:  NOTIFIABLE EVENTS 

 

Introduction 

 

It is a requirement in the National Minimum Standard for Residential Special Schools 

that certain events are notified to Ofsted and other agencies. 

 

This management guidance should be used in conjunction with the school’s 

‘Contingency Plan for Crisis Management’ and the Norfolk Safeguarding Children 

Board (NSCB) publication ‘A Guide to Inter-Agency Working’.  It is intended as a 

reference to support decision-making at times of crisis and as a reminder of the 

school’s duty to notify agencies of the critical occurrence 

 

For the purposes of this document, a notifiable event is a significant event relating to 

the protection of children which is required to be notified to the appropriate 

authorities. 

 

Aims 

 

In the occurrence of any of the events below, the appropriate agencies must be 

notified of the event and a clear written record kept which includes details of the 

action taken, and the outcome of any action or investigation following such events. 

 

 The death of a child whilst at (or immediately following being at) the school; 

 Any serious illness or accident involving a child at the school; 

 The outbreak in the school of any notifiable infectious disease; 

 A child suffering serious harm at the school or during school arranged 

activities. 

 

Broad Guidelines 

 

The school’s response to the above events will be found in the Contingency Policy.  

This details the plan and procedures to be followed and below is a list of relevant 

agencies who need to be to be notified. 

 

 Ofsted; 

 Norfolk Children’s Services; 

 DfE. 

 

Inappropriate Conduct 

The Protection of Children Act 1999 requires the establishment of a list of people who 

are considered unsuitable to work with children.  The school therefore has a duty 

where a staff member has been dismissed, transferred or suspended from the 

position they hold on the grounds of misconduct (whether or not in the course of 

employment) that harmed or placed a child at risk from harm, to notify the 

authorities above. 

 

Mental Health Concerns 

Where there are serious concerns about the emotional or mental health of a child 

such that a mental health assessment would be requested under the Mental Health 

Act 1983, the above authorities should be notified. 



 
 

Serious Incident Involving Police 

A serious incident within the school which has resulted in the police being called to 

the school, (whether or not an injury has been caused to a child) will also be 

followed by a notification to the above authorities. 

  



 
APPENDIX 2:   

 

Government recommended advice in the event of a suspected bomb threat and 

assessment sheet 

 

1. Introduction 

The vast majority of bomb threats are hoaxes designed to cause alarm and 

disruption. As well as the rare instances of valid bomb threats, terrorists may also 

make hoax bomb threat calls to intimidate the public, businesses and communities, 

to draw attention to their cause and to mislead police. While many bomb threats 

involve a person-to-person phone call, an increasing number are sent electronically 

using email or social media applications. 

No matter how ridiculous or implausible the threat may seem, all such 

communications are a crime and should be reported to the police by dialling 999 

It is important that potential recipients - either victims or third-parties used to pass the 

message - have plans that include how the information is recorded, acted upon 

and passed to police. 

1.1 The bomb threat message 

Bomb threats containing accurate and precise information, and received well in 

advance of an actual attack, are rare occurrences. Precise motives for hoaxing are 

difficult to determine but may include revenge, extortion, a desire to impress, or a 

combination of these and other less understandable motives. The vast majority of 

cases are hoaxes and the intent is social engineering, to cause disruption, fear 

and/or inconvenience the victim. 

1.2 Communication of the threat 

A bomb threat can be communicated in a number of different ways. The threat is 

likely to be made in person over the telephone; however, it may also be a recorded 

message, communicated in written form, delivered face-to-face or, increasingly, 

sent by email or social media (e.g. Twitter or Instagram, etc.). A threat may be 

communicated via a third-party, i.e. a person or organisation unrelated to the 

intended victim and identified only to pass the message. 

1.3 Immediate steps if you receive a bomb threat communication 

Any member of staff with a direct telephone line, mobile phone, computer or tablet 

etc., could conceivably receive a bomb threat. Such staff should, therefore, 

understand the actions required of them as the potential first response to a threat 

message. 

If you receive a telephone threat you should: 

 stay calm and listen carefully 



 
 have immediate access to a checklist on key information that should be 

recorded (see bomb threat checklist - attached) 

 if practical, keep the caller talking and alert a colleague to dial 999 

 if displayed on your phone, note the number of the caller, otherwise, dial 1471 to 

obtain the number once the call has ended 

 if the threat is a recorded message write down as much detail as possible 

 If the threat is received via text message do not reply to, forward or delete the 

message. Note the number of the sender and follow police advice 

 know who to contact in your organisation upon receipt of the threat, e.g. building 

security/senior manager. They will need to make an assessment of the threat 

If the threat is delivered face-to-face: 

 try to remember as many distinguishing characteristics of the threat-maker as 

possible 

If discovered in a written note, letter or as graffiti: 

 treat as police evidence and stop other people touching the item 

If the threat is received via email or social media application: 

 do not reply to, forward or delete the message 

 note the sender’s email address or username/user ID for social media 

applications 

 preserve all web log files for your organisation to help the police investigation (as 

a guide, 7 days prior to the threat message and 48 hours after) 

REMEMBER Dial 999 and follow police advice. Seek advice from the venue 

security/operations manager as soon as possible 

1.4 Assessing the credibility of bomb threats 

Evaluating the credibility of a threat is a critical task, particularly if the attack being 

threatened is imminent. This is a tactic used to place additional pressure on decision 

makers. Police will assess the threat at the earliest opportunity. When specific 

intelligence is known to police, advice will be issued accordingly; however, in the 

absence of detailed information, it will be necessary to consider a number of 

factors:- 

 is the threat part of a series? If so, what has happened elsewhere or previously? 

 can the location of the claimed bomb(s) be known with precision? If so, is a 

bomb visible at the location identified? 

 considering the hoaxer’s desire to influence behaviour, is there any reason to 

believe their words? 

 if the threat is imprecise, could an external evacuation inadvertently move 

people closer to the hazard? 

 is a suspicious device visible? 

1.5 Actions to consider 

https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/552301/Bomb_Threats_Form_5474.pdf


 
Responsibility for the initial decision making remains with the management of the 

location being threatened. Do not delay your decision making process waiting for 

the arrival of police. Police will assess the credibility of the threat at the earliest 

opportunity. All bomb threats should be reported to the police and their subsequent 

advice followed accordingly. It is essential that appropriate plans exist, they should 

be event and location specific. Venue options to manage the risk include:- 

External evacuation 

Leaving the venue will be appropriate when directed by police and/or it is 

reasonable to assume the threat is credible, and when evacuation will move people 

towards a safer location. 

It is important to appoint people, familiar with evacuation points and assembly 

(rendezvous) points, to act as marshals and assist with this procedure. At least two 

assembly points should be identified in opposing directions, and at least 500 metres 

from the suspicious item, incident or location. Where possible the assembly point 

should not be a car park. You may wish to seek specialist advice, which can help to 

identify suitable assembly points and alternative options as part of your planning. It is 

essential that evacuation plans exist; they should be event and location specific. 

Evacuation procedures should also put adequate steps in place to ensure no one 

else enters the area once an evacuation has been initiated. 

The police will establish cordons depending upon the size of an identified suspect 

device. Always follow police directions and avoid assembly close to a police 

cordon. 

Internal or inwards evacuation (‘invacuation’) 

There are occasions when it is safer to remain inside. Staying in your venue and 

moving people away from external windows/walls is relevant when it is known that a 

bomb is not within or immediately adjacent to your building. 

If the suspect device is outside your venue, people may be exposed to greater 

danger if the evacuation route inadvertently takes them past the device. A safer 

alternative may be the use of internal protected spaces. This type of inwards 

evacuation needs significant pre-planning and may benefit from expert advice to 

help identify an internal safe area within your building. These locations should be in 

your plans. 

If the location of the device threatened is unknown, evacuation represents a 

credible and justifiable course of action. 

Decision not to evacuate or inwardly evacuate 

This will be reasonable and proportionate if, after an evaluation by the relevant 

manager(s), the threat is deemed implausible (e.g. a deliberate hoax). In such 

circumstances police may provide additional advice and guidance relating to 

other risk management options. It may be considered desirable to ask staff familiar 



 
with the venue to check their immediate surroundings to identify anything out of 

place, see search considerations below. 

Checking your venue for suspicious items - Search considerations 

Regular searches of your establishment, proportionate to the risks faced, will 

enhance a good security culture and reduce the risk of a suspicious item being 

placed or remaining unnoticed for long periods. Additionally, if you receive a bomb 

threat and depending upon how credible it is, you may decide to conduct a 

‘search’ for suspicious items. To that end: 

 ensure plans are in place to carry out an effective search in response to a bomb 

threat 

 identify who in your venue will coordinate and take responsibility for conducting 

searches 

 initiate a search by messaging over a public address system (coded messages 

avoid unnecessary disruption and alarm), by text message, personal radio or by 

telephone cascade 

 divide your venue into areas of a manageable size for 1 or 2 searchers. Ideally 

staff should follow a search plan and search in pairs to ensure nothing is missed 

 ensure those conducting searches are familiar with their areas of responsibility. 

Those who regularly work in an area are best placed to spot unusual or suspicious 

items 

 focus on areas that are open to the public; enclosed areas (e.g. cloakrooms, 

stairs, corridors, lifts etc.) evacuation routes and assembly points, car parks, other 

external areas such as goods or loading bays 

 develop appropriate techniques for staff to be able to routinely search public 

areas without alarming any visitors or customers present 

 under no circumstances should any suspicious item be touched or moved in any 

way. Immediately start evacuation and dial 999 

 ensure all visitors know who to report a suspicious item to and have the 

confidence to report suspicious behaviour 

Remember: it is vital that regular drills are carried out to ensure all are familiar with 

bomb threat procedures, routes and rendezvous points. Disabled staff should have 

personal evacuation plans and be individually briefed on their evacuation 

procedures. Similarly all visitors should be briefed on evacuation procedures and 

quickly identified and assisted in the event of a threat. 

Familiarising through testing and exercising will increase the likelihood of an effective 

response to an evacuation and aid the decision making process when not to 

evacuate/invacuate. 

1.6 Media and communication 

Avoid revealing details about specific incidents to the media or through social 

media without prior consultation with police. Do not provide details of the threat, the 



 
decision making process relating to evacuation (internal or external) or why a 

decision not to evacuate was taken. 

Releasing details of the circumstances may: 

 be an objective of the hoaxer and provide them with a perceived credibility 

 cause unnecessary alarm to others 

 be used by those planning to target other venues 

 elicit copycat incidents 

 adversely affect the subsequent police investigation 

For further information visit www.nactso.gov.uk or www.cpni.gov.uk 

  

https://www.gov.uk/government/organisations/national-counter-terrorism-security-office
https://www.cpni.gov.uk/


 

Form 5474 

1. Remain calm and talk to the caller 

2. Note the caller’s number if displayed on your phone 

3. If the threat has been sent via email or social media see 

appropriate section below 

4. If you are able to, record the call 

5. Write down the exact wording of the threat:  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

When Where What How Who Why Time  

 

ACTIONS TO BE TAKEN ON RECEIPT OF A BOMB THREAT 

 



 

 

1. Where exactly is the bomb right now? 

2. When is it going to explode? 

3. What does it look like? 

4. What does the bomb contain? 

5. How will it be detonated? 

6. Did you place the bomb? If not you, who did? 

7. What is your name? 

8. What is your address? 

9. What is your telephone number? 

10. Do you represent a group or are you acting alone? 

11. Why have you placed the bomb? 

Record time call completed: 

 

Name and telephone number of 

person informed: 

  

ASK THESE QUESTIONS & RECORD ANSWERS AS ACCURATELY AS POSSIBLE: 

 

 INFORM BUILDING SECURITY/ COORDINATING MANAGER 

 

 



 
 

Time informed: 

 

 

This part should be completed once the caller has hung up 

and police/ building security/coordinating manager have all 

been informed 

 

Date and time of call: 

Duration of call: 

The telephone number that received the call: 

 

 

ABOUT THE CALLER:  

Male         Female       Nationality                                   Age 

           

 

THREAT LANGUAGE:  

Well-spoken       Irrational Taped Foul  Incoherent 

 

    

  

 DIAL 999 AND INFORM POLICE 

 

 

 

    

     



 

CALLER’S VOICE:  

Calm                     Crying         Clearing throat            Angry Nasal 

 

 

Slurred   Excited  Stutter  Disguised   

 

 

Slow              Lisp   *Accent  Deep  Familiar 

 

 

Rapid    Laughter    Hoarse  

 

 

 

Other (please specify)  

 

*What accent?  

 

If the voice sounded familiar, who did it sound like?  

 

 

 

 

    

 

 

  

  

 

  

   

 

 

 



 

BACKGROUND SOUNDS:  

Street noises  House noises  Animal noises  Crockery  

 

 

Motor  Clear Voice      Static   PA system  

 

 

Booth   Music  Factory machinery  

 

 

Office machinery  

 

 

 

Other (please specify) 

 

 

 

  

 

 

   

   

   

 

 



 

REMARKS:  

 

 

 

 

ADDITIONAL NOTES: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Signature: 

 

 

Print Name:  

 

 

 

 Date:  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

1  DO NOT reply to, forward or delete the message 

2  If sent via email note the address 

3  If sent via social media what application has been used and what is   

the username/ID? 

4  Dial 999 and follow police guidance 

5  Preserve all web log files for your organisations to help the police 

investigation (as a guide, 7days prior to the threat message and 48 

hours after) 

 

Signature: 

 

 

 Print Name:  

 

 

 

 Date:  

 

 

 

 

SAVE AND PRINT – HAND COPY TO POLICE AND SECURITY/ COORDINATING MANAGER 

Retention Period: 7 years 

MP 925/10 

ACTIONS TO BE TAKEN ON RECEIPT OF A BOMB THREAT VIA 

EMAIL OR SOCIAL MEDIA 

 

 

 

 


